BE THERE OR BE SQUARE!

RANDOM FACTS
ABOUT DUBROVNIK

Should you find yourself in our beautiful city on the following dates, make sure you don’t
miss out on hippest of the hip events

1 | MIDSUMMER
SCENE FESTIVAL
This festival is aiming to appeal to a
wider international audience visiting
Dubrovnik every summer. In 2016 the
festival is honoring 400 years since
Shakespeare’s death.

← 20
← 10
1 Dubrovnik was the main filming
location in Croatia for King’s
Landing in Game of Thrones! No
special measures were necessary
for scenery or special effects.

← 8

where: Fort Lovrijenac
when: 21 June – 7 July

2|P
 ARK ORSULA
MUSIC FESTIVAL
Apart from being a place where you
can enjoy nature and the view, the park
was conceptualised as a unique open
air stage for cultural and entertaining
events with 250 seats in new
amphitheater.
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where: Park Orsula
when: 1 July – 31 August

3 | 67th DUBROVNIK
SUMMER FESTIVAL

14

From year to year Dubrovnik Summer
Festival hosts the world famous
composers, soloists and orchestras.
Unique beauty of the streets, squares,
parks, palaces will once again witness
the wold's greatest artists.

2 The Dubrovnik Republic was
among the 1st to recognise the
independence of the USA. Some
historians state that Dubrovnik
was the 1st state to do so.
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where: Dubrovnik, various locations
when: 10 July – 25 August
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4 | SUMMER EVENTS
PROGRAMME AT
DUBROVNIK
SURROUNDINGS

12

Guests will be able to enjoy performances
such as Dalmatian vocal groups concerts,
folklore performances, classical music
concerts and performances.
where: Elaphite Islands, Zaton, Orašac
when: 1 July – 31 August
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3 The Dubrovnik Republic was also
the 1st in Europe to ambolish
slavery. It is written in stone of the
fortress Lovrijenac: Freedom is
not to be sold for all the gold of
the world!
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5 | STARS BENEATH
THE STARS

18

This is the 11th year that Dubrovnik hotel
group Adriatic Luxury Hotels organize
an entertainment music summer
program for the city of Dubrovnik and
its guests.
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28

←

6 | DUBROVNIK IN LATE
SUMMER

26

←

where: hotel group Adriatic
Luxury Hotels
when: 10 July – 1 September

4 Dubrovnik was among the first
medieval places in Europe to have
sewage systems.
map
legend

where: D
 ubrovnik,
various locations
when: 28 August – 23 September
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The new festival that will last until
mid-September was recently launched
by the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra
in order to keep the presence of music
after Dubrovnik summer festival.

14:02

ISLAND HOPPING
IN THE SKY

C

5 The walls of Dubrovnik are among
the largest and most complete in
Europe; they run uninterrupted for
1940 meters (6365 feet) encircling
the City.
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REGULAR & PRIVATE
flights

DAILY PANORAMIC FLIGHTS
join us for awesome pictures
and memories

TRAVEL IN STYLE
and make your day
very special

DAILY CONNECTIONS
to Italy (Ancona, Pescara)

6 Many famous people fell in love
with Dubrovnik. Ellen DeGeneres,
Tom Cruise, Beyonce&Jay Z,
Roman Abramovich, Bill Gates,
Sir Roger Moore & many more
come often.

1.Restaurant Ankora

7.IRISH PUB THE GAFFE

13.Culture club Revelin

Restaurant Ankora is situated in beautiful
Zaton bay just ten minutes drive from
Dubrovnik. Its main feature is spacious
terrace on the waterfront where you can
relax and enjoy homemade meals and
breathtaking view of the bay.

Situated in the heart of the old town just
a few meters from the The main street.
They offer a wide selection of foreign and
domestic beers, breakfast, light lunch,
grilled dishes, salads all day through.

A place where present meets the past,
situated in a unique setting of the five
hundred years old Revelin fortress. It's
definetely the hottest place in town with
guest performers such as Fatboy slim,
Axwell, Martin Solveig, Nervo, DJ Redfoo
(LMFAO) & many others.This summer :
Fedde Le Grand, Alex Adair, Tom Swoon,
Paul Van Dyk etc.

The Museum consists material of a
distinctly cultural, historical and artistic
value, with 10.000 objects created over a
time span from the end of the 15th to the
beginning of the 20th century. It has been
systematised into 15 collections & presents
the artistic and historical heritage of the
last period of the Dubrovnik Republic.

INFO
Ante Starčevića 2
+385 20 891 031
www.restaurant-ankora-dubrovnik.com

INFO
Miha Pracata 4
+ 385 20 640 152
fb Irish Pub The Gaffe

INFO
Sv. Dominika 3
+385 98 533 531
FB revelin.dubrovnik

INFO
Poljana Paska Miličevića 1/II
+385 20 323 056
www.dumus.hr

INFO
Frana Supila 10b
+38599 211 9666
Fb banjebeach

2. Sea food
/ street food BARBA

8.Tavern Linđo

14.DUBROVNK CABLECAR

20.VILLA MICIKA

26.CAVTAT

Welcome to “konoba Linđo”, place where
you can taste most interesting traditional
dishes from all parts of Croatia.

Be amazed with the breathtaking views of
the Old City of Dubrovnik, the crystal clear
Adriatic Sea, and the numerous islands.
Enjoy all the comforts of their facilities.
Have a drink, snack or a meal at the snack
bar or in the restaurant overlooking the
Old City.

A small cozy hotel with eight rooms open
all year round, situated in Lapad, the most
beautiful part of Dubrovnik which is only
300 meters away from the beach Lapad.
Villa is one of the best solutions for cheap
accommodation in Dubrovnik. Ideal choice
for tourists, business people, small tourist
groups as well as modern "backpackers".

Cavtat is the most southern town in
Croatia, part of the Dubrovnik Riviera
(20 km south of Dubrovnik, and 3 km of
the main coastal highway). Originally it
was a Greek settlement called Epidauros.
Mediterranean vegetation, unpolluted
sea & very attractive mixture of old and
new architecture is what makes Cavtat a
gorgeous place to visit.

INFO
Boškovićeva 5
+385 91 205 3488
fb Barba Dubrovnik

INFO
Mali stradun bb, Babin kuk, Dubrovnik
+385 99 623 8841
fb Konoba Linđo

INFO
info@dubrovnikcablecar.com
+385 20 325 393
www.dubrovnikcablecar.com

INFO
Mata Vodopića 10
+385 98 243 717
www.vilamicika.hr

3.Tavern Bonaca

9.Marco Polo Restaurant

15.Ethnographic Museum

21. KARAKA TRAVEL
— Sea excursions

27. MLJET

Sail into the 16th century and immerse
yourself in history with this magnificent
replica of a traditional ˝Karaka˝ ship from
the era of the Republic of Dubrovnik.
They rescued the Karaka, and its new and
luxurious interior design has completely
preserved the spirit of Dubrovnik’s famed
naval history.

Mljet is most forested island in the Adriatic
and surely one of the most beautiful pearls
of the Mediterranean. Mljet National Park
makes up most of the island. Untouched
nature and the island's mysticism, makes
you want to research the rich flora and
fauna, and peacefully enjoy the pristine
beauty of the natural surroundings.

free map

BARBA is the place where one can
experience tradition, local flavours,
spices&aromas wrapped in contemporary
Croatian design. Fusion of past and
present is presented in fast & affordable
high-quality local cuisine and relaxed
atmosphere. Try something different —
their octopus and shrimp burgers!

 ouse of Dalmatian smoked ham,
H
cheese, wine and olives

19. The Museum of
Contemporary History

Modern Dalmatian cuisine

25.BANJE BEACH
Leisurely heaven, a perfect spot to treat
yourself. Set at the beachfront overlooking
the most spectacular view of the Old City of
Dubrovnik. it offers all the luxuries a visitor
could ever dream of: private sandy beach,
trendy bar and stylish restaurant lounging
the afternoon or night club for partying
night away.

Podnaslov

If you are looking for a restaurant where
you will find the excellent gastronomy,
prepared in the old traditional, but also
modern manner, offer a family, friendly
atmosphere, & still provide a romantic and
intimate atmosphere and many wonderful
memories that you will not be able to
forget, then you are in the right place...

Find them in the hearth of the Old Town
Dubrovnik in second street on the right
when facing famous landmark St. Blaises
church. Join their private courtyard for any
occasion and taste modern interpretation
of Dalmatian cuisine.

The Ethnographic Museum has its origins
in the collection of traditional culture that
began to be formed in the first decades of
the twentieth century. Its holdings were
very much enlarged with specimens of
traditional attire and lace donated several
times by that great benefactor of the
museum, Jelka Miš (1875 - 1956).

INFO
Sustjepanska obala 23, Sustjepan
+385 98 847 026
www.konoba-bonaca.info

INFO
Lučarica 6
+385 20 323 719
www.marcopolo-dubrovnik.com

INFO
Od Rupa 3
+385 20 323 056
www.dumus.hr

INFO
info@karakatravel.hr
+ 385 91 3496 410
www.karaka.info

4.O
 yster & sushi bar Bota

10. Restaurant Orsan

16.Kojan Koral Tours

22. ISLAND LOKRUM

28.THE PELJEšAC PENINSULA

ATV-quad safari includes the tour in Konavle
field, over the river Ljuta entering the
picturesque village Čilipi where you can
visit the Konavle Country House and the
church. Horseback riding takes two hours
here you ride through unexplored forest
paths, along the Konavle rocks coastline,
entering the preserved archaeological
residues of the village Popovići.

When visiting Dubrovnik, set aside some
time to visit one of the many islands
dotting the coast. The easiest one to reach
is Lokrum. You can swim in the 10m deep
lake called Dead Sea, get tanned on FKK
beach, go back in time in the Benedictine
monastery complex & enjoy the silence
because no cars are allowed on the island.

The Pelješac peninsula is a place of wine,
oysters&relaxation, just about an hour
and a half drive from Dubrovnik. Excellent
wine sorts Dingač and Postup are widely
famous. Delicious oysters& mussels are
growing in the waters of Mali Ston bay.
Pelješac has ancient maritime tradition,
and is a home of many captains honored
for their skills&bravery on the open sea.

23.THE GORNJI UGAO TOWER

29.ISLAND OF KOLOČEP

In the heart of this walled City, an expected,
yet astonishing discovery has been
revealed and expertly presented: a uniquely
preserved industrial zone, a medieval
foundry under Fort Minčeta from the late
15th century. It is a rare example of this type
of industrial site, and its position within the
city walls makes it unique.

It is one of the 3 inhabited Elaphiti Islands
situated near the city of Dubrovnik. The
island is evergreen, full of pine & carob
trees, citrus gardens & small olive groves.
It's made up of limestone & dolomite rock,
but at each end there is a natural sandy
beach. A parish church from 13th century,
The Assumption of Mary (located in Donje
Čelo) is waiting for your visit.

Unique fusion of Japanese
and Dalmatian cuisine
Oyster & sushi bar Bota is tucked away in
a small street near the Cathedral in the
old town of Dubrovnik. Bota is ideal place
to escape from crowded city center and
enjoy in unique fusion of Dalmatian and
Japanese cuisine and in best oyster from
Mali Ston bay.

Fish restaurant by the sea
The restaurant is located in Lapad, just by
the sea, with a beautiful view of boats and
yachts, in the shade of pine-trees.

INFO
Od Pustinjere bb
+385 20 324 034
www.bota-sare.hr

INFO
Ivana Zajca 2
+ 385 20 436 822
www.restaurant-orsan-dubrovnik.com

INFO
info@kojankoral.com
+385 99 3005 001
www.kojankoral.com

5.KONOBA DUBRAVA

11.Restaurant Poklisar

17. The Cultural-History
Musem

Konoba Dubrava, in nearby Bosanska, is
place worth the taxi ride. Here it’s all about
traditional Dalmatian food, such as "PEKA"
— slow cooking under the lid lamb and flat
bread cooked over hot stones, writes Kate
Guest for the travel section of the Jamie
Oliver’s magazine.

Family restaurant Poklisar has been run by
3 generations passing to the guests spark
of Mediterranean hospitality and warm
atmosphere. Name Poklisar originally, in
dialect, means ambassador and that is
what they are indeed.

INFO
Bosanka bb
+385 98 812 427
www.konobadubrava.com

INFO
Od ribarnice 1
+ 385 20 322 176
www.poklisar.com

INFO
Pred Dvorom 3
+385 20 321 422
www.dumus.hr

6.GIL'S LITTLE BISTRO

12.Archaeological Museum

18.The Maritime Museum

24.WAR PHOTO LIMITED

Finally a place that understands what you
have been missing! Situated in the middle
of the bustling luminous Old Town of
Dubrovnik but tucked away neatly in a little
side street allows the perfect balance of
summer atmosphere and privacy amongst
friends and/or family. Gil's Little Bistro is
Little in size and large in quality.

The space for a permanent display has
not yet been settled on, so the rich
archaeological history of Dubrovnik area is
shown in occasional or ad hoc exhibitions.
In the ground floor of Revelin Fortress
two exhibitions are currently presented:
Early Medieval Sculpture of Dubrovnik and
Environs and Revelin — Archaeological
Research / Spatial Development / Foundry.

The museum systematically collects,
studies, exhibits and publishes the
museum material from the maritime past
of the Dubrovnik region, all the way since
Antiquity. Today it has holdings of over five
thousand objects classified into fifteen
collections.

It is the intent of War Photo Limited to
educate the public in the field of war
photography, to expose the myth of war
and the intoxication of war. War Photo
Limited has no political agenda. The
exhibits are the work of world-renowned
photojournalist, able to present their
photographs the way they feel their work
should be seen.

INFO
Petilovrjenci 4, Dubrovnik
+385 98 196 2136
www.gils.hr

INFO
Paska Miličevića 1
+385 20 324 041
www.dumus.hr

INFO
Tvrđava Sv. Ivana
+385 20 321 497
www.dumus.hr

The Museum consists material of a
distinctly cultural, historical and artistic
value, with 10.000 objects created over a
time span from the end of the 15th to the
beginning of the 20th century. It has been
systematised into 15 collections & presents
the artistic and historical heritage of the
last period of the Dubrovnik Republic.

French Italian cuisine

FOODs TO TRY

+385 112 CALL FOR URGENT HELP
+385 192 POLICE
+385 194 EMERGENCY
+385 193 FIRE DEPARTMENT

Dishes under the bell — the bell is a

traditional way of preparing dishes in Dalmatia

Kotonjada — quince cheese

ADDRESS:
Ul. Dr. Ante Starčevića 1
PHONE:
+385 20 416 866

Antuninska 6, (old town) Dubrovnik
+ 385 20 322 166
www.warphotoltd.com

Visa ATM A. STARČEVIĆA 20, 24, 45 | BABIN KUK | BRSALJE 1, PILE | BRSALJE 5, 9 | DR.
ROKA MISETICA 2 | F.SUPILA 1, 6, 12 | IVA DULCICA 18, 34, 140, 142 | I.VOJNOVIĆA
28 | IVANA PAVLA 2 B.B. | IZA GRADA 12 | JOSIPA KOSORA 4 | K. STEPINCA 21 |
KOMOLAC BB | KRALJA TOMISLAVA 7 | KRALJA ZVONIMIRA 20 | LIECHTEINSTEINOV
Put 3 | MASARYKOV PUT 9, 20 | N.TESLE 2 | OB. I.PAVLA II 44A | OBALA S. RADICA 25,

26, 29, 32 | OD IZVORA 64 | PERA CINGRIJE 7 | PETRA KRESIMIRA IV BR.3, 7 | PLACA 1,
4, 9, 12, 16, 21, 22 | PUT PERE ĆINGRIJE 1 | S. RADICA 40 | SET. KRALJA ZVONIMIRA
19, 21, 35 | SIROKA 8 | TIHA 2 | ULICA A. STARCEVICA 24 | VUKOVARSKA 7, 13, 15,
17, 19, 22, 26, 28, 36 | GUNDULICEVA POLJANA | ZAGREBAČKA BB | ZRACNA LUKA
CILIPI | ZVONIMIRA B.B.
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